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ABSTRACT 

COMPARISON OF ENERGY STORAGE METHODS FOR RENEWABLE ENERGY 

Tom Roltsch, M.A. 

George Mason University, 2014 

Thesis Director: Dr. Robert Ehrlich 

 

This thesis provides an overview of the current transformation of energy production and 

delivery from the centralized model to the distributed model. It is shown that the key to 

transformation from the centralized model to the distributed model is energy storage. 

Three methods of energy storage for residential renewable energy applications are 

compared using models for three applications. The methods of energy storage modeled 

are battery storage, hot water storage and hydrogen storage. The residential applications 

present an ideal case, an average case and a worst case scenario. The energy storage 

methods are compared in terms of environmental impact, maturity of technology, up-

front cost, payback time, safety and reliability (maintenance cost). Each factor is graded 

on a 10 point scale with 10 being the best and 1 being the worst. It is found that battery 

storage is the best method currently available for energy storage. Additionally, promising 

technological innovations in each field are discussed and the implications for the energy 

industry are considered. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

In 1857 Michael Dietz patented a clean-burning lamp that utilized the first practical flat-

wick burner to be especially designed for kerosene.
1
 At the time, the dominant fuel for lamps 

was whale oil. By 1895, the price of whale oil was 40 cents per gallon and the price of kerosene 

was 7 cents per gallon.
2
 Whale oil became a legacy fuel as kerosene became the efficient 

economic option. In the past, market forces have transformed energy usage in the U.S.; however, 

energy usage in the U.S. is now transforming due to a different driving force. Unlike previous 

energy transformations, the current transformation is fueled by environmental concerns. There is 

plenty of coal, natural gas, and petroleum available in the U.S. In fact, more natural gas was 

produced in the U.S. in 2012 than in any previous year.
3
 However, concerns about climate 

change and the amount of carbon dioxide that legacy fuels emit when burned are causing intense 

interest in renewable energy sources. 

Economists are becoming increasingly aware that certain fuels cause so much damage to 

the environment and to human health that their true cost is much greater than their market price. 

Chinese economists calculated that in 2007, in China, the external costs of coal, “Including the 

costs of air and water pollution, ecosystem degradation, damage to infrastructure, human injuries 

and loss of life, and additional costs from the distortion of government regulations... came to 

                                                 
1
 George Totten, "A Timeline of Highlights from the Histories of ASTM Committee D02," 

ASTM, June, 2004, http://www.astm.org/COMMIT/D02/to1899_index.html (accessed July 8, 

2013). 
2
 Ibid. 

3
 http://www.eia.gov/totalenergy/data/monthly/pdf/sec1_5.pdf (accessed February 22, 2014). 
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RMB 1.7 trillion - that’s 7.1 per cent of China’s gross domestic product for that same year.”
4
 

Presently, burning coal provides 42% of the electricity in the U.S.
5
 Coal is abundant, inexpensive 

and filthy. The mining, transportation and combustion of coal are an ecological nightmare. 

American climate scientist, James Hansen, called coal fired power plants “Factories of death.”
6
 

Realizing the detrimental environmental effect of mining, transporting and burning coal, the EPA 

has sent new emissions regulations to the OMB for review that would limit newly built power 

plant carbon dioxide emissions to 1,000 pounds-per-megawatt-hour, meaning only combined-

cycle power plants that are powered by natural gas will be able to comply.
7
 

Legacy fuels include coal, petroleum products and natural gas. Legacy fuels have the 

advantage of already being embedded in infrastructure. Pipelines, filling stations, and electrical 

grids that already exist have no future cost other than maintenance to keep them operating. 

Likewise, billions of appliances and vehicles that use legacy fuels already exist and are installed 

and operational. 

Oil Companies have become embedded in American life and culture. Since, John D. 

Rockefeller formed the Standard Oil Company in Pittsburgh in 1868, oil companies have 

provided petrochemicals with myriad uses.
8
 Even if gasoline becomes a legacy fuel, it is unlikely 

that demand for other products made from petroleum, like plastics, will fade. Natural gas appears 

to be the bright star among legacy fuels. Today, domestic natural gas production is 31% higher 

                                                 
4
 Mao Yushi, Sheng Hong, Yang Fuqiang, The True Cost of Coal in China, September 2008, 

act.greenpeace.org.cn/coal/report/TCOC-Final-EN.pdf 
5
 http://www.eia.gov/electricity/ (accessed February 22, 2014) 

6
 "The Illusion of Clean Coal," The Economist, March 2009, 

www.economist.com/node/13235041 (accessed July 6, 2013). 
7
 http://dailycaller.com/2013/05/03/report-epa-rules-to-shut-down-more-than-280-coal-fired-

units/#ixzz2YwKdWj1z (accessed July 13, 2013). 
8
 NPR, http://www.nps.gov/nr/travel/route66/standard_oil_gas_station_odell.html (accessed July 13, 

2013). 
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than it was in 1980,
9
 despite President Carter’s dire warning to the American public in 1977 that, 

“The oil and natural gas we rely on for 75 percent of our energy are running out. In spite of 

increased effort, domestic production has been dropping steadily at about six percent a year.”
10

  

The burning of natural gas produces nitrogen oxides and carbon dioxide, but in lower 

quantities than burning coal or oil, and emissions of sulfur dioxide and mercury compounds from 

burning natural gas are negligible.
11

 Thus, compared to other legacy fuels, natural gas is the most 

environmentally friendly. In addition, natural gas can be used to supply a hydrogen fuel cell. 

Panasonic currently offers a hydrogen fuel cell as a residential system. Named the “Ene-Farm,” it 

uses natural gas converted to hydrogen to produce electricity and hot water at an efficiency of 

95% LHV. The LHV rating includes the thermal output of the system. Its conversion of natural 

gas to electricity alone is at an efficiency of 39%.
12

 In addition, using natural gas converted to 

hydrogen in a fuel cell produces less CO2 per kilowatt-hour than electricity produced by natural 

gas on the electrical grid.
13

 Thus, natural gas has been referred to as a “bridge fuel” that will be 

used as the world transitions from legacy fuels to renewable fuels. However, some have 

questioned the true cost of natural gas due to the externality which occurs in the case of its 

escape. Natural gas is primarily composed of methane.
14

 The comparative effect of methane, as a 

                                                 
9
 U.S. Energy Information Administration, U.S. Field Production of Crude Oil, and U.S. Natural 

Gas Gross Withdrawals (Washington, D.C.: EIA, 2002), 1, www.eia.gov/naturalgas/data.cfm 

(accessed July 5, 2013). 
10

 Jimmy Carter, "The President's Proposed Energy Policy," Vital Speeches of the Day, XXXXIII 

(1977). 
11

 Environmental Protection Agency, http://www.epa.gov/cleanenergy/energy-and-

you/affect/natural-gas.html (accessed July 13, 2013). 
12

 http://panasonic.co.jp/corp/news/official.data/data.dir/2013/01/en130117-5/en130117-5.html 

(accessed July 13, 2013). 
13

 Klaus-Dieter Kreuer, ed., Fuel Cells: Selected Entries from the Encyclopedia of Sustainability 

Science and Technology, Springer, December 24, 2012, p.743. 
14

 http://www.naturalgas.org/overview/background.asp 
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greenhouse gas, is 20 times greater than that of carbon dioxide.
15

 According to Tom Wigley, 

unless the leakage rate for natural gas can be kept under 2%, substituting gas for coal is not an 

effective means for reducing the magnitude of future climate change.
16

 However, due to its much 

shorter residence time in the atmosphere the factor of 20 overstates the relative harm of methane 

compared to carbon dioxide. 

The electric utilities have provided reliable, inexpensive electricity to homes and 

businesses in America since 1940. Yet, in the decades to come Americans dependence on 

electric utilities may wane. In the early 1950’s America’s electricity demand was growing by 

10% per year, but by the late 1990’s growth in electricity demand had decreased to less than 2% 

per year.
17

 Today, the demand for electricity in America is growing by less than 1% per year.
18

  

Much of this decrease in the demand for electricity is due to the fact that industry is the 

largest consumer of electricity and industrial growth in the U.S.A. has been very slow since 

1990. The decrease in energy consumption is also attributed to Energy Star® appliances and 

government mandated efficiency standards for transformers, light bulbs and air conditioners. 

If distributed energy sources, such as wind, solar and fuel cells, become increasingly 

popular, utility customers may choose one of two options. Both options are a big source of 

consternation for utility companies. Individual customers may either become self-sufficient, 

disconnecting from the electrical grid altogether, or they will connect their solar panels, fuel cells 

and wind turbines to the existing electrical grid, effectively reducing their monthly bill. The 

                                                 
15

 http://epa.gov/climatechange/ghgemissions/gases/ch4.html (accessed July 13, 2013) 
16

 Tom M.L. Wigley, Coal to Gas: The Influence of Methane Leakage, Springer, August 10, 

2011, p 607. 
17

 U.S. Energy Information Administration, Annual Energy Review, (Washington, D.C.: EIA, 

2012), http://www.eia.gov/totalenergy/data/annual/showtext.cfm?t=ptb0801 (accessed July 5, 

2013). 
18

 Ibid. 
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potential exists for millions of these customers to become what is known as net-zero customers. 

According to the Department of Energy, if a customer uses 60% to 70% less power than the 

average customer, with the balance being supplied by renewable energy, then they are 

considered to be a net-zero customer. They still receive an electric bill each month, but it is much 

less than a traditional customer’s electric bill. A possible nightmare scenario exists for the 

electric utilities if millions of customers remain connected to the electrical grid, but use it 

sparingly, as a net-zero customer, or as backup power only. This scenario is already happening in 

Germany where several electric utilities are no longer operating at a profitable margin. The 

German government is now considering legislation to force electric utilities to remain in business 

at a loss.
19

 The problem with grid connected customers who generate most or all of their 

electricity needs using renewable power sources is that the electric utilities still need to maintain 

all of the transmission lines while improving the power grid to make it a “smart grid” capable of 

handling all the varying inputs of renewable energy sources. Yet, the electric utilities receive 

little compensation from their self-sufficient net-zero customers. The result of having millions of 

net-zero customers would be that the electric utilities would need to charge more for monthly 

connection fees, which, in turn, may drive more people off the grid. The idea that electric utilities 

would like to have more of their customers use renewable energy is patently false. While electric 

utilities do sponsor some projects to produce energy from renewable sources, these projects are 

limited in scope and usually driven by regulations that require electric utilities to produce a 

certain percentage of electricity from renewable sources. Furthermore, these projects always 

involve connecting the energy produced to the existing electrical grid so that the electric utilities 

                                                 
19

 http://www.telegraph.co.uk/comment/9559656/Germanys-wind-power-chaos-should-be-a-

warning-to-the-UK.html (accessed July 15, 2013). 
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can sell the energy to its customers. The paradigm of distributed production of electricity 

presented in this paper would probably not be popular with electric utilities.  

In January 2013 The Edison Electrical Institute published an innocuous report titled, 

Disruptive Challenges: Financial Implications and Strategic Responses to a Changing Retail 

Electric Business. The report stated that, in economic terms, the rise of solar power may 

jeopardize the future credit ratings of power companies.
20

 The author also made reference to 

other industries that did not foresee emerging technologies as a threat, such as the telephone 

utilities failing to foresee cell phones as a threat to their utility service.
21

 However, even the 

author of this article may have failed to see the true threat that distributed energy poses to 

electrical utility companies.  

In 1984, the seven Regional Bell Operating Companies, known as the “Baby Bells,” 

provided phone service to everyone in America. Motorola introduced its first cell phone, the 

DynaTAC8000X™. Its price was $3995: it held a charge for about 30 minutes and weighed 2 

pounds. Only a handful of customers purchased the DynaTAC8000X™. 

Ten years later Americans owned 33 million cell phones. The transition from land-line 

phones to cell phones took the phone companies by surprise. Using the cell phone analogy, the 

Panasonic Ene-Farm™ is like the DynaTAC8000X™ of fuel cell technology. Consider the two 

graphs shown below: 

 

                                                 
20

 Peter Kind, Disruptive Challenges: Financial Implications and Strategic Responses to a 

Changing Retail Electric Business, Edison Electric Institute, January 2013. 
21

 Ibid. 
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Figure 1: US Cell Phone Use 

 

 
Figure 2: US Solar and Wind Generation 

 

The cell phone analogy raises an interesting issue – maybe the innovation of 

implementing decentralized power production won’t be done by the old-line utilities at all but by 

individuals and start-ups. The demand to be energy self-sufficient should not be underestimated. 
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Hurricanes and other storms can cause power outages that last for days or even weeks. By 2030, 

it is possible that home-based energy generation will be the number one home improvement 

project. Perhaps entire communities will be built in the future without gas or electric lines. 

Certainly, at some point in the future, people will begin to consider an investment that means that 

they won’t get a bill from the electric company anymore. 

The NSTA’s Next Generation Science Standards released in April 2013 propose teaching 

global warming and climate change in middle school as part of the science curriculum in 

schools.
22

 Students who are sixth graders now will be purchasing homes in 2033. Will they opt 

for homes powered by renewable energy sources, or homes connected to a coal burning electrical 

grid? How long until a combination of solar, wind and fuel cell will be available in an affordable 

package? Consider that Dow Chemical built a net-zero demonstration home for less than the 

typical home cost.
23

 While solar costs have been decreasing and fuel cells are now available for 

business and residential use, these products are still above cost-parity with grid power. However, 

most grid power is priced artificially low due to failure to internalize the environmental and 

health effects of legacy fuels. Energy storage systems are the key to successful implementation 

of solar and wind power. One method of energy storage may be to convert energy to hydrogen 

and store it until it is needed, then a hydrogen fuel cell could convert the stored energy to heat 

and electricity. Additionally, hydrogen could be used to refuel a hydrogen powered vehicle. 

However, this may not be the ideal method for storing energy. Obviously, the ideal method for 

one application, e.g., transportation, will not be ideal for another, e.g., grid storage. Advances in 

technology are difficult to predict. Battery technology may advance to the point where batteries 

                                                 
22

 http://www.nextgenscience.org/msess3-earth-human-activity (accessed July 15, 2013). 
23

 http://www.invisionzerohome.com/overview/ (accessed July 13, 2013). 
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are the ideal energy storage mechanism. Another increasingly attractive alternative is to store 

energy as hot water. These three storage systems will be examined and compared in this paper.  

Purpose 
 

The purpose of this project is to show a better way to integrate renewable energy into 

residential applications and how it can be accomplished by using energy storage. The best 

method for energy storage will be determined based on the analysis of three types of energy 

storage systems. “Best” will consider both economic and environmental issues, the application, 

and which stakeholder is being considered. Additionally, a new paradigm for energy distribution 

is introduced and its efficiency is compared to the legacy model of energy distribution. 

Significance 
 

At the writing of this paper, the USA and China, the world’s two largest generators of 

greenhouse gases, have entered into a cooperative agreement to reduce greenhouse gas 

emissions.
24

 The desire and demand to reduce pollution exists, however, when economic choices 

involve deciding between a much more expensive option that does not pollute and a much less 

expensive solution that pollutes, the inexpensive option will probably be chosen, particularly in 

developing countries. An efficient and inexpensive way to store the energy produced by 

renewable sources could be the key to reducing greenhouse gases and saving the environment. I 

will develop metrics and a scoring system for energy storage systems based on initial cost, total 

lifecycle cost, efficiency (input and output losses), and environmental impact. For example, one 

metric could be cost/total energy storage capacity. Based on available products and technologies, 

                                                 
24

 Howard Schneider, “U.S., China Agree on Climate Steps to Curb Emissions,” Washington 

Post, July 10, 2013. 
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I will design three systems, one of each type, and will compare the three systems in terms of the 

metrics and scoring system. I will create mathematical models, based on physics, electrical 

engineering and systems engineering principles for each system. These models will be 

formalized as computer programs in MATLAB so that multiple configurations and multiple 

inputs can be compared. The setting that will be used as a best case for these models is a home in 

Kitty Hawk, North Carolina. This setting is chosen because of its steady wind and solar input. I 

will also comment on how the systems would perform in an average setting and a worst-case 

setting. The MATLAB models will enable this comparison by changing the inputs once the 

model has been created. Finally, the practicality and safety of each system will be considered. 

The application for this analysis will be residential energy storage, thus applications that are 

more suitable to large scale storage, such as pumped-hydro storage are not considered for this 

application. I have chosen hot water storage, battery storage and hydrogen storage for 

comparison because these three types of energy storage appear to be the most promising for 

residential use. 

Literature Review 
 

An extensive review of academic journals, textbooks, manufacturer’s specifications and 

other product related literature was performed in writing this thesis. By far the most useful 

source of information was the U.S. Department of Energy and their National Renewable Energy 

Laboratory. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

Naturally occurring energy is abundant. The sun’s energy could easily provide for all of 

the electrical energy needs of the entire world’s population. Consider the sparsely populated state 

of Nevada. The uninhabited area accounts for about 280,000 square kilometers of sagebrush 

desert. If the sun’s energy were gathered by photovoltaics, at the present efficiency of 20%, over 

that entire land area, the amount of electricity generated would be (assuming 600 watts per hour 

for 6 hours per day): 

Equation 1: Solar Potential of Nevada 

𝐸 = 2.8𝑥1011(0.6)(2190)(0.2) = 73,584 𝑇𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑡 − ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠/𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 

The total worldwide consumption of electricity is about one-third this amount, thus the 

state of Nevada could provide for the entire world’s electricity needs.
25

 Wind energy is also 

abundant, the electrical generation potential for offshore wind in the U.S.A. is 17,000 TWh, 

without using any land area. If the electrical generating potential for wind turbines located on 

land area in the U.S.A. is included, then add to that figure another 33,000 TWh.
26

 The following 

two figures show wind potential by wind speed for offshore and onshore U.S.A. Both were 

produced by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory. 

                                                 
25

 International Energy Agency, Key World Energy Statistics, 2013. 
26

 Anthony Lopez, Billy Roberts, Donna Heimiller, Nate Blair, and Gian Porro. U.S. Renewable 

Energy Technical Potentials: A GIS-Based Analysis. National Renewable Energy Laboratory. 

2012. 
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The problem with wind and solar energy is that they do not provide a steady flow of 

energy. Unlike a traditional power plant, electricity generation cannot be adjusted to match 

usage. During the day, solar electricity increases to a peak, then subsides. Likewise, wind energy 

tends to fluctuate with the seasons. If electric power is to be supplied by wind and solar energy, 

then energy produced at times of maximum generation must be stored so that it can be utilized at 

Figure 3: U.S.A. Offshore Wind Potential 

Figure 4: U.S.A. Onshore Wind Potential 
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times of minimum generation. This concept applies to both the large scale, centralized model of 

electricity generation and to the small-scale, distributed model covered in this paper. 

Energy Storage Systems 
 

The basic components needed for any residential energy storage and retrieval system 

include: a process to convert the energy to match the storage medium, the storage medium, a 

process to retrieve energy from the storage medium, and a process to convert the energy to match 

the demand. For some storage mediums these processes will be more complex than for other 

storage mediums. Additionally, each process needs some sort of feedback controller to monitor 

the process. The feedback controller could be as simple as a switch that indicates that a hot water 

tank is full or could be a complex battery controller/inverter/conditioner. There are losses at each 

step of the storage and retrieval process. The losses will differ for different energy storage 

methods. The figure below shows a top-level IDEF-0 systems engineering diagram for an energy 

storage system. 
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Figure 5: IDEF-0 Diagram for an Energy Storage System 

 

Battery Storage Systems 
 

Battery storage systems are the most widely used source of energy storage for residential 

systems. Solar City has teamed with Tesla Corporation to install wall-mounted, lithium-ion 

battery backup systems for their solar installations. Elon Musk, ever the optimistic inventor, is 

building a large factory in Nevada, which has been dubbed “the gigafactory,” to manufacture 

lithium-ion batteries for use in electric vehicles and in Solar City’s installations. Solar City is 

also building a large factory to mass produce high efficiency solar panels. According to Musk 

and his cousin, Lyndon Rive, who is the CEO of Solar City, the economies of scale that will be 

afforded by these large factories will, in the next five to ten years, “Make solar the cheapest 
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source of electricity in the United States.”
27

 Currently Tesla’s battery backup systems cost about 

$300 per kWh of energy storage. The goal is to reduce that amount to $100 per kWh.
28

 

Although bigger, bulkier and more maintenance intensive, lead-acid batteries are the 

tried-and-true method of energy storage for residential applications because of their cost. Lead-

acid batteries can store energy at a cost of about $10 per kWh.
29

 Even if Elon Musk succeeds in 

mass producing lithium-ion batteries, lead-acid batteries will still be a less expensive choice for 

energy storage. However, lead-acid batteries have many disadvantages as well. Their lifetime is 

considerably reduced if discharged below 50%, thus a lead-acid storage system must provide at 

least double the needed capacity to extend the life of the batteries. Lead-acid batteries are also 

very susceptible to environmental factors. They do not perform well in cold or hot weather. Cold 

weather will decrease the potential of the battery storage system while hot weather will 

significantly reduce the lifetime of the battery storage system. To get the maximum performance 

from a lead-acid battery, it must be kept at 25˚ C (77˚ F).
30

 Despite these disadvantages and some 

emerging advancements in battery technology, a lead-acid battery storage system will serve as 

the model for this thesis.  

Very promising technologies, such as sodium nickel chloride, liquid metal batteries, 

vanadium-based batteries and battery/ultacapacitor combinations may provide better results in 

the future. General Electric Corporation currently markets sodium nickel chloride batteries under 

the trade name Durathon. These batteries are commercially available and would be superior to 

                                                 
27

 Kevin Bullis, MIT Technology Review, “Solar City and Tesla Hatch a Plan to Lower the Cost 

of Solar Power”, September 19, 2014, http://www.technologyreview.com/news/530816/solar-

city-and-tesla-hatch-a-plan-to-lower-the-cost-of-solar-power/ (Accessed, October 11, 2014). 
28

 Ibid. 
29

 BatteryUniversity.com, BU-1101:Cost of Power, 

http://batteryuniversity.com/learn/article/cost_of_power (Accessed, October 11, 2014). 
30

 Edgar Meza, PV Magazine, “Flow batteries: more cost effective for residential and utility-

scale installations?”, September 27, 2014. 

http://www.technologyreview.com/news/530816/solar-city-and-tesla-hatch-a-plan-to-lower-the-cost-of-solar-power/
http://www.technologyreview.com/news/530816/solar-city-and-tesla-hatch-a-plan-to-lower-the-cost-of-solar-power/
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lead-acid batteries because the Durathon battery is relatively insusceptible to temperature 

variations, can cycle 3500 times at an 80% depth of discharge, are recyclable, and provide more 

energy in half the space at one-third the weight of an equivalent wet-cell, lead-acid battery.
31

 GE 

does not publish a price for its Durathon batteries, but according to an article at Energetics.com, 

the cost is about $1500 per kWh.
32

  

EEstor has made some fantastic claims about their battery/ultracapacitor combination. 

The table below shows EEstor’s claims from April 2011 about their ceramic 

battery/ultracapacitor combination compared to other battery technologies.
33

 

 

Table 1: EEstor Ceramic Battery/Ultracapacitor 

 Ceramic EESU NiMH Lead-acid(Gel) Lithium-ion 

Weight (lbs) 300 1716 3646 752 

Volume (cubic 

inches) 
4541 17,881 43,045 5697 

Self-discharge 

rate 
0.02% 30 days 5% 30 days 1% 30 days 1% 30 days 

EV Charging 

time (full) - 

100% charge 

3-6 min > 3.0 h 3-15 h > 3.0 h 

Life Reduced 

with deep cycle 

use 

none very high high very high 

Hazardous 

Materials 
none yes yes yes 

Temperature 

vs. effect on 

energy storage 

negligible high very high high 

 

                                                 
31

 GE Energy Storage, Durathon Batteries: Battery Power, Reimagined, 2014. 
32

 Gordon Weiss, Could 2014 be the year of the battery?, 

http://www.energetics.com.au/insights/latest-news/climate-change-matters/electricity-storage-

battery-solar-pv-renewable (Accessed, October 12, 2014). 
33

 Table reproduced from Wikipedia, EEstor, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/EEStor (Accessed, 

October 11, 2014). Wikipedia lists Zennergy.com as the source of the table, but the table no 

longer exists on the Zennergy.com website. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NiMH
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gel_battery
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lithium-ion
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However, as of October 6, 2014, EEstor has not delivered any batteries yet to their client, electric 

car manufacturer, Zenn Motor Company.
34

 

The figure below shows the IDEF-0 systems engineering diagram for a lead-acid battery 

storage system. 

 

 
 

 

Flooded lead-acid batteries are not sealed, thus they vent hydrogen and oxygen. 

Hydrogen is explosive in air at a concentration of only 4% by volume, thus any installation of 

flooded lead-acid batteries must be well ventilated and is unsuitable for indoor use.
35

 A well 

ventilated, temperature controlled, outdoor storage unit would need to be constructed to house a 

                                                 
34

 Emarketspot.com, EESTOR continues to let you down ZENN with Ultracapacitor Claims, 

http://www.emarketspot.com/3824.html (Accessed October 11. 2014). 
35

 Department of Energy, DOE Handbook 1084-95, Primer on Lead-Acid Storage Batteries, 

September, 1995, p 11. 

Figure 6: IDEF-0 Diagram of a Lead-acid Battery Storage System 
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flooded lead-acid battery bank. To avoid this cost, sealed AGM lead-acid batteries can be used. 

The trade-off is that AGM batteries are more costly than flooded lead-acid batteries, but can be 

stored indoors, greatly reducing the cost of the battery bank installation and allowing for 

temperature controlled indoor storage. 

Any lead-acid battery’s performance can be modeled by Peukert’s Law. Although 

Wilhelm Peukert originally expressed his equation differently than the form shown below, it is 

most useful to express Pukert’s Law as:
36, 37

 

Equation 2: Peukert’s Law 

𝑡 = 𝐻 (
𝐶

𝐼𝐻
)

𝑘

 

Where: H is the rated discharge time (hours), C is the rated capacity at the rated discharge rate  

(Amp-hours), I is the actual discharge current (Amps), k is the Peukert constant for the battery 

(dimensionless), and t is the time to discharge the battery (hours). The Peukert capacity for any 

battery is then:
38

 

Equation 3: Peukert Capacity 

𝑄 = 𝐶 (
𝐶

𝐻
)

𝑘−1

 

 

Battery specifications usually list a battery’s capacity in Amp-hours (AH) for a certain 

time interval in hours. For example, a battery might be specified to have a 100 AH rating at a 20 

hour rate. This means that the battery could supply 5 amps for 20 hours. It does not mean that the 

battery could supply 50 amps for 2 hours. To calculate how long the battery would last at 50 

                                                 
36

 W. Peukert, “Uber die abhangigkeit der kapacitat von der entladestromstarcke bei 

bleiakkumulatoren,” Elektrotechnische Zeitschrift, Vol. 20, 1897. 
37

 Batterystuff.com, Peukert’s Law | A Nerd’s Attempt to Explain Battery Capacity, 

http://www.batterystuff.com/kb/tools/peukert-s-law-a-nerds-attempt-to-explain-battery-

capacity.html (Accessed, October 12, 2014). 
38

 Smartgauge.co.uk, An in depth analysis of the maths behind Peukert's Equation (Peukert's 

Law), http://www.smartgauge.co.uk/peukert_depth.html (Accessed, October 12, 2014). 

http://www.batterystuff.com/kb/tools/peukert-s-law-a-nerds-attempt-to-explain-battery-capacity.html
http://www.batterystuff.com/kb/tools/peukert-s-law-a-nerds-attempt-to-explain-battery-capacity.html
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amps we need to use Peukert’s Law. Using 1.1 for Peukert’s constant, we would find that at 50 

amps the battery will only last 1.59 hours. If Peukert’s constant was 1.3 under the same 

conditions, the battery would only last for 1.00 hours. A lower Peukert constant is generally 

better if a battery is to be used at a discharge rate that is greater than its specified rate. A Peukert 

constant of 1.0 would indicate that a battery’s discharge characteristics are completely linear: no 

such battery exists. A typical Peukert’s constant for an AGM battery is 1.1, while a flooded lead-

acid battery can have Peukert’s constant as high as 1.6.
39

 Peukert’s law breaks down when a 

battery is discharged at a varying rate or varying temperature, or both.
40

 If we have a 

specification sheet for the battery to be used, then the Peukert constant can be calculated from a 

discharge curve or from the amp-hour ratings at two different discharge currents. 

The Powersonic PDC-122000 is a lead-acid AGM battery that would be well-suited for 

use in a residential battery bank. It’s specification sheet is shown in the figure below. 

  

                                                 
39

 Ibid. 
40

 Duerffel, Dennis and Suleiman, Abu Sharkh, Journal of Power Sources, “A critical review of 

using the Peukert equation for determining the remaining capacity of lead-acid and lithium-ion 

batteries,” Volume 155, Issue 2, April 21, 2006, p. 395. 
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Since the Peukert capacity of any battery is constant, we can use the rates given in the 

PDC-122000 battery’s specification sheet to calculate its Peukert constant. Using the 20 hour 

rate of 214 AH and the one hour rate of 129.2 AH, we can set the Peukert capacities equal and 

solve for the Peukert constant. 

Equation 4: Calculate Peukert Constant 

𝐶1 (
𝐶1

𝐻1
)

𝑘−1

= 𝐶2 (
𝐶2

𝐻2
)

𝑘−1

 

Figure 7: Powersonic PDC-122000 Specifications (included under Fair Use exemption and restricted 

from further use) 
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Solving for k gives: 

Equation 5: Calculation of Peukert Constant 

𝑘 =
𝑙𝑛 (

𝐻2

𝐻1
)

𝑙𝑛 (
𝐶1

𝐻1
) − 𝑙𝑛 (

𝐶2

𝐻2
)
 

 

We find that the Peukert constant for the PDC-122000 is 1.2. This is the battery that will be used 

in the battery bank models below. 

Hot Water Storage Systems 
 

Collecting heat energy from the sun is more efficient than converting the sun’s energy to 

electricity in a solar panel. The best commercially available solar panels convert the sun’s energy 

to electricity at 20% efficiency. Using the sun to heat water can produce water at 200˚ F at 

efficiencies approaching 50%.
41

 Unfortunately, using this energy for anything other than 

household heating and household hot water use is problematic. Although hot water and space 

heating account for about half of the energy used in the average American home, electricity is 

needed as well.
42

 One novel concept that has been devised to overcome this problem is a solar 

tube that combines solar panels with water circulating tubes. The water cools the solar panels, 

which also increases their efficiency, while the water is heated by flowing through the tubes. The 

technology was first pioneered by the now defunct Solyndra Corporation.
43

 Naked Energy 

                                                 
41

 Heliodyne Corporation, Solar Flat Plate Versus Evacuated Tube Collectors, 

http://www.heliodyne.com/industry_professionals/downloads/Evacuated%20Tube%20Comp.pdf 

(Accessed October 12, 2014). 
42

 Department of Energy, http://www.eia.gov/consumption/residential/ (Accessed, October 13, 

2014). 
43

 Jetson Green.com, Hybrid Solar Tube Panels by Naked Energy, 

http://www.jetsongreen.com/2012/03/naked-energy-vitru-pvt-solar-dual-output.html (Accessed, 

October 13, 2014). 
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Limited, based in the United Kingdom, currently offers commercially available combined 

electric/hot water solar tubes. The product is marketed under the trade name Virtu.
44

 The 

combined energy of the hot water and electricity is claimed to produce 45% more energy than a 

photovoltaic panel.
45

 Cogenra, based in Mountain View, California, uses concentrated solar 

collectors and single axis tracking combined with circulated water to extract heat from the solar 

cells.
46

 The technology is claimed to capture 80% of the sun’s energy and produce five times 

more energy than photovoltaics alone.
47

  

Another possibility would be to convert the energy stored in the hot water to electricity 

using a micro-combined heat and power (mCHP) system. These systems are usually based on a 

Rankine or Stirling cycle engine that converts heat energy to electricity. Most of these systems 

require a high temperature differential in order to operate efficiently, thus a fuel source, such as 

natural gas, is used to heat water or a working fluid. A natural gas powered mCHP system 

installed in a residential setting could be described as a hot water heater that also produces 

electricity. These types of systems are increasing in popularity because of their efficiency. In 

Japan, over 155,000 mCHP systems have been installed.
48

 Honda manufactures a mCHP system 

aptly named the “Freewatt:” it runs on natural gas and produces 1.2 kW of electric power and 3.2 

kW of heat power while it is running. Ideally, a large heat sink for the heat produced would be 
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required to take full advantage of the system, such as a swimming pool.
49

 Otherwise, during 

summer months when space heating is not needed, a heat exchanger would need to be used to 

provide low temperature water for the cold input to the Rankine cycle. 

An example of the potential of heat energy is Qnergy’s QCHP 7500. It is a combined 

micro heat and power system that uses a free piston Stirling engine with helium as the gas 

medium. It can produce 7.5 kW of electricity using heat from any source. The free piston design 

of the Stirling engine combined with a linear alternator create a very reliable machine that can 

run for 60,000 hours without maintenance.
50

 Unfortunately, Stirling engines require high 

temperature to run, however concentrated solar power has been shown to be able to operate 

Stirling engines. Concentrated solar-Stirling generator systems are commercially available for 

large scale applications.
51

 For a residential application utilizing solar heated water, an Organic 

Rankine Cycle (ORC) engine can be used. The Rankine cycle is shown in the figure below.
52

 

 

                                                 
49
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Organic Rankine Cycle engines use an organic fluid as the working fluid for the cycle. 

The organic fluid has a lower boiling point than water, thus the phase change from liquid to gas 

of the organic fluid can be used to run the engine. Geothermal power plants and large factories 

that generate a high volume of waste heat have used ORC engines to convert heat energy to 

electricity for years, but the implementation of ORC engines on the micro scale is relatively new. 

For low temperature applications, like solar heated water, the conversion from heat energy to 

electrical energy is about 9%.
53

 

The Lorenz cycle can be used to estimate the maximum efficiency of Organic Rankine 

Cycle engines since the Lorenz cycle gives the efficiency of an engine operating between two 

variable temperature sources with constant heat capacity.
54

 There are four steps in the cycle as 

follows: isentropic compression, heating at constant heat capacity and constant temperature, 

                                                 
53

 Yu G., Shu G., Tian H., Wei H., Liu L., Energy, Volume 51, March 2013, “Simulation and 
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54
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Figure 8: Rankine Cycle 
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isentropic expansion, cooling at constant temperature.
55

 The ideal efficiency of the Lorenz cycle 

can be expressed as:
56

 

Equation 6: Ideal Lorenz Efficiency 

𝜀 = 1 −
𝑇𝑙𝑚,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑑

𝑇𝑙𝑚,ℎ𝑜𝑡
 

where Tlm,cold and Tlm,hot are the log mean temperatures of the cold and the hot sources given by: 

Equation 7: Log Mean Temperature 

𝑇𝑙𝑚 =
(∆𝑇1 − ∆𝑇2)

ln (
∆𝑇1

∆𝑇2
)

 

The ideal efficiency cannot be realized since the temperature of the working fluid will not 

be exactly the same as the temperatures of the heating and cooling sources. A more realistic 

efficiency is given by modifying the hot and cold temperatures as:
57

 

Equation 8: Realistic Lorenz Efficiency 

𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑑 = 𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑑  +  𝛥𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑟  and 𝑇ℎ𝑜𝑡 =  𝑇ℎ𝑜𝑡  −  𝛥𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑒ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟+𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 

The thermal power from the hot water source can be calculated as the product of the flow 

rate of the working fluid, the specific heat of the working fluid, and the amount of energy 

extracted from the water. 

There is a large amount of energy stored in hot water. However, converting this energy to 

mechanical work and then to electricity via a generator is extremely inefficient. At 9% 
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efficiency, a solar hot water installation must extract 267 kWh of energy from hot water each day 

in order to have a continuous 1 kW output from the ORC mCHP. 

There are promising new technologies that can generate electricity directly from heat. 

Micron-gap thermalphotovoltaics technology, thermoelectric and thermionic conversion 

techniques have made laboratory demonstrations, but most are far from a commercialized 

product that would provide enough energy to run a household. One thermoelectric technology 

that is commercially available is from GMZ Energy Inc. It is a square thermoelectric module that 

measures 1.57 inches on a side. If the hot side is maintained at 600˚ C and the cold side is 

maintained at 100˚ C its output is 15.3 watts.
58

 The GMZ module is shown below. 

 

 
 

 

For modeling hot water storage, an evacuated solar tube collector with 50% thermal 

efficiency will be mated to a mCHP ORC engine with electrical conversion efficiency of 9%. 

Such mCHP units are not yet commercially available for use with geothermal or solar heated 

                                                 
58

 GMZenergy.com, TG16-1.0 Thermoelectric Generator Module, http://gmzenergy.com/wp-

content/uploads/2014/09/Datasheet-TG16-1.0-R1.3.pdf (Accessed October 25, 2014). 

Figure 9: GMZ Thermoelectric Module (included under Fair Use exemption and restricted from 

further use) 
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water, but are being field tested and are close to production.
59

 The IDEF-0 systems engineering 

diagram for a hot water storage system is shown below. 
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Hydrogen Storage Systems 
 

There is no commercially available, all-in-one solar to hydrogen storage system. Solar 

panels, electrolyzers, storage tanks and fuel cells are all available, but not as an integrated the 

system. The systems engineering needed to integrate the components would be left to the 

homeowner. The main component of a hydrogen storage system is the fuel cell that converts the 

hydrogen into electricity and heat. Since fuel cells produce copious amounts of heat that can be 

captured and used for space heating or hot water, they are also considered to be CHP systems. 

Fuel Cells run on hydrogen, but can easily be powered by natural gas with the addition of a 

reformer that converts the natural gas to hydrogen before it enters the fuel cell. Relatively few 

homes in the USA have fuel cells, but many businesses have embraced fuel cell technology. 

Figure 10: IDEF-0 Model of Hot Water Storage System 
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Apple Computer’s data center in Maiden, NC uses a 202 kW rooftop solar array and a 480 MW 

fuel cell to provide all its electricity needs.
60

 Wal-Mart uses fuel cells at 26 stores that, 

combined, generate 65,000 MW of electricity each year.
61

 Wal-Mart has plans to use fuel cells at 

100% of its stores in the future.
62

 Sysco uses over 700 fuel cell powered forklifts and Wal-Mart 

uses 509.
63

 Telecom companies are the largest users of fuel cells. In 2012, a telecom company 

ordered 1,000 fuel cell systems to power a major upgrade to one of the nation's largest wireless 

telecom carriers.
64

  

The Panasonic Ene-Farm fuel cell described above converts hydrogen fuel into 39% 

electrical energy and 56% heat energy with the only emission being water. If some of the heat 

generated by the fuel cell is used to heat the water feeding the electrolyzer, then this increases the 

electrolyzer efficiency and efficiencies of about 73% can be realized.
65

 At 71% efficiency, an 

electrolyzer needs approximately 55 kWh of energy to make one kg of Hydrogen.
66

 One kg of 

hydrogen has an energy content of approximately 39 kWh. A fuel cell, like the Panasonic Ene-

Farm, will convert the 39 kWh of energy in one kg of hydrogen into electricity at 39% efficiency 

giving approximately 15 kWh of electricity and about 22 kWh of heat for use in the home. Thus, 

the average house needs 1.6 kg of hydrogen per day and the renewable energy system must 

produce 88 kWh per day to replenish the hydrogen storage tank. 
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Unlike a mCHP system, fuel cells do not require a cold temperature source. If the fuel 

cell heat is unneeded it can be vented to the outside environment. The figure below shows the 

IDEF-0 systems engineering diagram for a hydrogen storage system. 
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The National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) does extensive research on 

hydrogen production, hydrogen storage and hydrogen fuel cells. One promising area of research 

is the ability of algae to produce hydrogen.
67

 Yet, the real driver of hydrogen technology is the 

motor vehicle industry. 

Honda introduced its first production fuel cell vehicle, the Honda FCX Clarity™, in 2014 

as a $600 per month lease with maintenance costs and collision damage coverage included.
68

 

Honda has been field testing its hydrogen fuel cell technology in California since 2003. Part of 

                                                 
67
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Figure 11: IDEF-0 Diagram for Hydrogen Storage System 
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the testing involved creating a home energy center for refueling the vehicle with hydrogen. 

According to Honda, “The Home Energy Station, which generates hydrogen from natural gas, is 

designed to provide heat and electricity for the home through fuel cell cogeneration and to 

supply fuel for a hydrogen-powered fuel cell electric vehicle.”
69

 Honda R&D has also built a 

stand-alone refueling station in Torrance, California that uses an 8 kW solar array to produce 

hydrogen. Hyundai and Toyota will begin selling hydrogen fuel cell-powered vehicles in 2015.
70, 

71
 

The state of Connecticut has plans to deploy between 6 and 20 hydrogen fuel cell buses 

and 40 passenger vehicles by 2015.
72

 The USA lags behind Europe in deployment of fuel cell-

powered buses. Belgium will launch 27 hydrogen buses in 2014. Hydrogen bus fleets have also 

been deployed in Norway, Italy, Scotland, and the Netherlands.
73

 In China, air pollution can be 

so intense in Beijing and Shanghai that airplanes have been unable to land due to poor visibility. 

Government officials are now urgently pursuing ways to improve air quality. Accordingly, the 

Chinese government has made the development of hydrogen and fuel-cell technology a high 

priority.
74

 Advances in hydrogen technology that are driven by the motor vehicle industry should 

                                                 
69

 Honda Corporation, http://automobiles.honda.com/fcx-clarity/home-energy-station.aspx 

(Accessed, October 25, 2014). 
70

 Toyota Corporation, http://www.toyota-

global.com/innovation/environmental_technology/fuelcell_vehicle/ (Accessed October 25, 

2014). 
71

 Hyundai Corporation, http://www.hyundainews.com/us/en-us/2015/tucson-fuel-

cell/highlights.aspx (Accessed, October 26, 2014). 
72

 Connecticut Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Deployment Transportation Strategy, Connecticut 

Department of Transportation, Newington, CT, January 2011. 
73

 Piper J., Scientific American, Hydrogen Buses Struggle with Expense, December 16, 2013, 

http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/hydrogen-buses-struggle-with-expense/ (Accessed 

October 25, 2014). 
74
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easily translate to residential applications since a fixed installation is easier to support than a 

mobile installation. 

A promising breakthrough in hydrogen fuel cell technology that was developed at the 

University of Maryland and commercialized by Redox Power Systems has been dubbed, “The 

Cube,” because its dimensions are approximately 1 meter by 1 meter by 1 meter. The company’s 

nomenclature is PowerSerg 2-80 and the company claims an output of 25 kW.
75

 A photograph of 

the PowerSerg 2-80 is shown below.
76

 

  

                                                 
75

 Redox Power Systems, Products, http://www.redoxpowersystems.com/products/ (Accessed 

October 26, 2014). 
76

http://mtech.umd.edu/news/press_releases/images/powerserg_280_fullres.jpg (Accessed, 

October 26, 2014). 
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Figure 12: Redox Power Systems PowerSerg 2-80 (included under Fair Use exemption and 

restricted from further use) 
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CHAPTER THREE 

In this chapter the energy storage methods are applied to renewable energy systems at 

each of the three houses: the ideal house, the average house, and the worst-case house. 

The Applications 
 

The models are based on 3 houses. The first is the ideal home. It is located in Kitty 

Hawk, North Carolina and is built to be energy efficient. It uses geothermal energy for heating 

and cooling. It is similar to Dow’s Invision Zero home described above. It uses an average of 

only 12 kWh of electricity daily. The second house is my home in Alexandria, Virginia. It will 

serve as the average house. It is a duplex, built in 1948 on 1/8 acre of land. The insulation has 

been upgraded since it was built and the original appliances and lighting have been replaced by 

electrically efficient lighting and appliances. All of the original doors and windows have been 

replaced by energy efficient doors and windows. It is cooled in the summer by an enery efficient 

(SEER 12) air conditioner. It uses natural gas for producing hot water and for heating during the 

winter at an annual cost of $1200. The electrical use is summarized in the table below: 

 

Table 2: Electrical Usage of My House 

Month Year kWh used 

September 2013 638 

October 2013 580 

November 2013 648 
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December 2013 623 

January 2014 830 

February 2014 717 

March 2014 813 

April 2014 896 

May 2014 771 

June 2014 500 

July 2014 834 

August 2014 870 

 

The daily average electricity usage of my home is 24 kWh, which is a little below the 

national average of 30 kWh per day.
77

 The third house is the worst case scenario. It is a large 

Victorian style house in Essex, New York. It was built in the 1970’s and has the original 

appliances, lighting, insulation, doors and windows. Fuel oil provides hot water and space 

heating at a cost of $5,000 per year. It uses an average of 48 kWh per day of electricity. 

Collecting the Energy 
 

In theory, a 10 kW solar panel placed in my backyard would supply all of the electrical 

needs for my house. The figure below shows how much of my property would be needed for the 

installation. The white lines outline my property and the red box is the area needed for the solar 

installation.
78

 

 

                                                 
77

 Department of Energy, How much electricity does an American home use? 

http://www.eia.gov/tools/faqs/faq.cfm?id=97&t=3 (Accessed October 12, 2014). 
78

 Image produced using NREL’s PVWatts Calculator, http://pvwatts.nrel.gov/pvwatts.php 

(accessed 9/13/2014). 
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The amount of energy produced can be calculated from the amount of solar radiation that 

the panels receive from month-to-month. The solar irradiation at my longitude and latitude is 

calculated by summing the daylight hours according to the sun’s position throughout the year. 

This is easily accomplished using a MATLAB program and the following equations (d is the 

Julian day of the year):
79

 

Equation 9: Equation of Time 

𝐸𝑂𝑇 = 9.87(𝑠𝑖𝑛 2𝐵) − 7.53 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝐵) − 1.5𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝐵) 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝐵 =
360

365
(𝑑 − 81) 

 

Equation 10: Local Standard Time Meridian 

𝐿𝑆𝑇𝑀 = 15(𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 − 𝑈𝑇𝐶 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒) 

 

                                                 
79

 All equations are from PVEducation.org, http://www.pveducation.org/pvcdrom/properties-of-

sunlight/suns-position, (accessed 9/20/2014). 

Figure 13: Solar Installation for 10 kW 
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Equation 11: Time Correction 

𝑇𝐶 = 4(𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 − 𝐿𝑆𝑇𝑀) + 𝐸𝑂𝑇 

 

Equation 12: Local Solar Time 

𝐿𝑆𝑇 = 𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 +
𝑇𝐶

60
 

 

Equation 13: Hour Angle 

𝐻𝑅𝐴 = 15(𝐿𝑆𝑇 − 12) 

 

Equation 14: Declination Angle 

𝐷𝐸𝐶 = 𝑠𝑖𝑛−1(sin(23.45) sin(𝐵)) 

 

Equation 15: Elevation Angle 

𝐸𝐿 = 𝑠𝑖𝑛−1(sin(𝐷𝐸𝐶) sin(𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒) + cos(𝐷𝐸𝐶) cos(𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒) cos(𝐻𝑅𝐴)) 

 

Equation 16: Azimuth Angle 

𝐴𝑍 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠−1 (
sin(𝐷𝐸𝐶) cos(𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒) − cos(𝐷𝐸𝐶) sin(𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒) cos(𝐻𝑅𝐴)

cos (𝐸𝐿)
) 

 

𝑁𝑜𝑡𝑒: 𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑣𝑒 𝑖𝑠 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝐻𝑅𝐴 < 0.  𝐴𝑍 = 360 − 𝐴𝑍 𝑖𝑓 𝐻𝑅𝐴 > 0 

 

Although these equations do not have the fine corrections that would be included in 

highly accurate sun position calculators, such as those used by the U.S. Naval Observatory, they 

only vary by about 2%. For example, using the equations above to find the average daylight 

hours for the entire year at the latitude and longitude of my house gives an average of 11.994 

hours of daylight. Using the USNO’s highly accurate calculator gives an average of 12.183 hours 

of daylight. The difference is only 1.55%. 
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The amount of electrical energy produced by a fixed solar panel installation aimed 

towards the equator can be calculated, assuming 20% panel efficiency, 10% system loss, an 

average of 600 watts per square meter, and a tilt angle of 20 degrees in order to maximize annual 

energy output, (ideal tilt angles vary in the continental USA from 20 to 30 degrees depending 

upon location) using the following equation: 

Equation 17: Electrical Energy Output of a Fixed Solar Installation 

𝐸(𝑘𝑊ℎ) = (0.9)(0.2)(52 𝑚2)(0.6
𝑘𝑊ℎ

𝑚2
)(𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝐸𝐿)𝑠𝑖𝑛(20)𝑐𝑜𝑠(180 − 𝐴𝑍) + 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝐸𝐿)𝑐𝑜𝑠(20) 

A MATLAB program to calculate the average monthly hours of daylight and electrical 

energy output is included as Appendix 1. Its output for my home is shown in the table below. 

The column on the far right is reproduced from Table 2 and shows the actual electrical energy 

used for the given months in 2013 and 2014. From the table below, it’s obvious that if the energy 

produced could all be stored without any losses, so that it was available 24 hours per day, then 

my house would not need to be connected to the electrical grid. 

 

Table 3: Daylight Hours and Electrical Energy Produced 

Month 

Average Hours of 

Daylight Energy (kWh) Energy Used Excess 

January 9.7 931.2 830 101.2 

February 10.3 961.6 717 244.6 

March 11.8 1228.7 813 415.7 

April 13.0 1308.2 896 412.2 

May 13.9 1443.5 771 672.5 

June 15.0 1423.7 500 923.7 

July 14.1 1450.2 834 616.2 

August 13.0 1387.1 870 517.1 

September 12.3 1233.6 638 595.6 

October 10.6 1128.5 580 548.5 

November 9.6 926.3 648 278.3 

December 8.5 874.8 623 251.8 
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It is a great advantage to any solar panel installation to also have a wind turbine 

installation. The wind blows at night and during storms when solar insolation is at its lowest 

point. If a wind turbine is added, then the average wind speed for the location can be used to 

calculate the power output. Since power output of a wind turbine increases as the cube of the 

wind speed, and wind speed is greater at higher elevations, wind turbines should be mounted as 

high as possible. The average wind speed in Alexandria, Virginia is 9 miles per hour. A small 

wind turbine, such as the Sunforce™ 400 watt wind generator, would generate about 15 kWh per 

month.
80

 

 

 
 

 

                                                 
80

 Sunforce Products Incorporated, 

http://sunforceproducts.com/product_details.php?PRODUCT_ID=72 (Accessed October 12, 

2014). 

Figure 14: Sunforce 400 Watt Wind Turbine Output Curve (included under Fair Use exemption and 

restricted from further use) 
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The Battery Storage Model 
 

In developing storage models, we will assume a steady hourly load, although in reality 

the load would vary between daytime and nighttime hours. The average house has a load of 24 

kWh per day, thus it draws an average of 8.33 amps (assuming 120 V) of AC current for 24 

hours each day. This equates to 83.3 (assuming 12 V) of DC current draw on the battery bank for 

24 hours each day. For design purposes we would like to have at least one full day of power 

available in the battery bank and never deplete the battery bank by more than 50%. Using the 

PDC-122000 described above, 10 batteries would provide 2140 AH of battery storage. Using 

Peukert’s Law we find that the battery bank would last for 31 hours without any of the energy 

being replaced. The solar panels and wind turbine will replace the energy used each day, but the 

amount of replacement will vary with the season and the weather. 

The battery storage model uses the same MATLAB program described above to calculate 

monthly hours of sunlight and energy output of the solar panels for a 365 day cycle. It is 

modified to act as a standalone function and to calculate daily output instead of monthly output. 

Additionally, the function is modified to include 10% system loss and ignore energy input when 

the solar elevation is 10 degrees or less. The function is included as Appendix 2. The function 

has inputs of latitude, longitude, UTC offset and Julian day of the year. The daily output is 

multiplied by a weather factor that is modeled as a uniform random variable between 0.4 and 1. 

The wind turbine input is added as a daily average of 500 Watts multiplied by a wind factor that 

is modeled by a uniform random variable between 0.1 and 0.9. Battery charger loss and inverter 

loss are both modeled as 20%. Battery capacity is calculated at the end of each day as AH used 

minus AH replaced. An integrator block provides a running summation of the battery bank 

capacity throughout the year. The battery bank is modeled as a subsystem within the battery 
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storage model. The Simulink models for the battery storage system and battery bank subsystem 

for the average house are shown below.  

 

 
 

Figure 15: Battery Storage System Model 
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Running the model shows the fluctuation each day of the wind turbine input, solar input 

and battery bank capacity. 

 

Figure 16: Battery Bank Subsystem 

Figure 17: Wind Energy Daily Input for 365 Days 
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The wind energy input varies from as little as 50 Wh to as much as 450 Wh for any given 

day. Running the model, it is discovered that a 10 kW solar array is inadequate to keep the 

batteries charged at 50% during the winter months: a 25 kW solar array is needed. 

The solar energy input varies from as little as 25,000 Wh to as much as 110,000 Wh for 

any given day. The shape of the graph corresponds to more solar energy being collected during 

the summer months than during the winter months. A prodigious excess of energy is produced 

during the summer months, however, the system could not survive through the winter months 

without the 25 kW solar array. 

 

 
 

Running the model with the parameters for the average house produces the figure shown 

below. Although the battery bank level dips during the winter months, it never goes below 1900 

AH. 

 

Figure 18: Solar Energy Daily Input for 365 Days 
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The ideal house has a load of 12 kWh per day, thus it draws an average of 4.17 amps 

(assuming 120 V) of AC current for 24 hours each day. This equates to 41.7 (assuming 12 V) of 

DC current draw on the battery bank for 24 hours each day. Again, for design purposes we 

would like to have at least one day of power available in the battery bank and never deplete the 

battery bank by more than 50%. Using the PDC-122000, five batteries would provide 1070 AH 

of battery storage. Using Peukert’s Law we find that the battery bank would last for 27 hours 

without any of the energy being replaced. The ideal house is located in Kitty Hawk, North 

Carolina, which has an average annual wind speed of 15 mph. The wind in Kitty Hawk is 

relatively steady with many months having average wind speeds of 17 mph; only in August does 

the average wind speed drop below 15 mph. This is one of the primary reasons that the Wright 

brothers chose Kitty Hawk to test their airplane. In order to take advantage of the wind energy, 

Figure 19: Battery Bank Capacity (AH) for 365 Days 
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the model will include two wind turbines each generating an average of 2 kW per day. Since the 

load is half of the load of the average house, the model will use a 10 kW solar array. 

Running the Simulink model for this scenario gives the following annual battery capacity: 

 

 

 

Again, we find that during the winter months the battery capacity drops but is not below 

the 50% design rule. 

The worst case scenario house is in Essex, New York. The average wind speed is 16 

mph, but varies greatly throughout the year. In the month of June, the average wind speed is only 

5 mph, while in the month of April the average wind speed is 26 mph.
81

 The northern location 

also impacts the amount of solar energy during the winter months. For this house we will model 

two wind turbines and a 50 kW solar installation. The electrical load is 48 kWh per day, thus the 

                                                 
81

 USA.com, Essex, NY Weather, http://www.usa.com/essex-ny-weather.htm, (Accessed, 

October 19, 2014). 

Figure 20: Ideal House Annual Battery Capacity 
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house draws an average of 16.7 amps (assuming 120 V) of AC current for 24 hours each day. 

This equates to 166.7 (assuming 12 V) of DC current draw on the battery bank for 24 hours each 

day. Again, for design purposes we would like to have at least one day of power available in the 

battery bank and never deplete the battery bank by more than 50%. Using the PDC-122000, 30 

batteries would provide 6420 AH of battery storage. Using Peukert’s Law we find that the 

battery bank would last for 44 hours without any of the energy being replaced. Running the 

Simulink simulation with these parameters produces the following output for daily battery 

capacity: 

 

 

 

During the winter months the battery capacity drops to about 2500 AH, which is about 

63% discharge. This is outside of error tolerance for the model. Running the simulation again 

Figure 21: Worst Case House Yearly Battery Capacity 
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with 40 batteries (8560 AH) corrects the problem. Below is the same simulation output using a 

battery bank of 40 batteries capable of storing 8560 AH. 

 

 

 

Now the graph shows the lowest battery capacity during the winter months as about 4700 

AH, which is 45% discharge. Although this solves the problem of over-discharging the batteries, 

which will greatly reduce battery life, the trade-off between more battery storage and initial cost 

is considerable and will be discussed in the economics section in Chapter 4. Note that these 

models only provide for the electrical loads of the houses, the average house and the worst case 

house would still need to utilize fossil fuels for space heating and hot water. The installation of a 

natural gas fueled mCHP system could greatly decrease the fuel use through efficiency and 

would add to the electricity available for charging the battery bank. These types of hybrid 

installations may someday be commonplace, but are outside the scope of this analysis. Since 

Figure 22: Worst case House Yearly Battery Capacity 2 
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batteries are shipped with a full charge, the battery capacity models assumed a full charge on day 

1, but the hydrogen and hot water models will begin on day 1 with empty tanks. 

The Hot Water Storage Model 
 

As discussed above, the ORC mCHP needs 267 kWh of daily energy input to produce 24 

kWh of daily electricity output at a rate of 1 kW. The energy stored in hot water can be 

calculated by using the specific heat of water, represented by the letter, c, which is 4186 J/kg-C, 

multiplied by the temperature difference between the water and the ambient and by the mass of 

the water. 

Equation 18: Energy Capacity of Water 

𝑄 = 𝑐𝑚∆𝑇 

Assuming that we would like to have 1 day of energy storage, and that the hot water storage tank 

is located inside the house at a constant ambient temperature of 25˚C, the average house would 

need 3530 liters (933 gallons) of water stored at 90˚C to reach this goal. According to AO Smith 

Corporation’s specification sheets for its insulated, jacketed hot water storage tanks, a 500 gallon 

tank is 7 feet tall and 4.5 feet in width. Two such tanks could fit in a basement. An alternative 

would be to bury a storage tank underground and use foam insulation around the tank and piping. 

Storage tanks are very expensive, so henceforth we will forego the 1 day of reserve and simply 

try to find a combination of parameters that will survive through the winter.  

The Simulink model for hot water storage for the average house is based on 500 gallons 

of hot water storage. The same daily solar output function is used, but with an efficiency of 50% 

for heating water vice 20% for PV conversion to electricity. The electrical efficiency used for the 

mCHP is 9%. Thermal and pump losses are included by the addition of a 0.95 gain term. In 

reality, the volume and specific heat and specific enthalpy of water all change slightly as water is 
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heated from 25˚C to 90˚C, however, in the model these factors are assumed to be constant. In 

this model, fossil fuels would not be needed for water or space heating, since heat from the 

mCHP could be used. It is more likely that in this model there would be too much heat and 

during summer months an exterior heat exchanger would need to be used. The Simulink models 

are shown below.  

 

 

 
Figure 23: Average House Hot Water Storage Model 
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Running the Simulink model for the average house with the same parameters that were 

used for the battery model, it is determined that a 324 square meter collector is needed along 

with a 500 gallon tank. The simulation output is shown in the figure below, keep in mind that the 

simulation starts on day 1 with an empty tank, thus continuity from day 365 must be considered. 

Since day 365 is well above the negative drop after day 1, the model is sustainable. 

 

 

Figure 24: Hot Water Storage Sub-system 

Figure 25: Yearly Hot Water Tank Levels for Average House 
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The ideal house does not need as much energy as the average house. The Simulink model 

is executed using a 200 gallon tank and a 150 square meter collector. The output of the Simulink 

model is shown in the figure below. 

 

 

 

The hot water level at day 365 is clearly sufficient to overcome the withdrawals that 

would occur after day 1 of the year, thus the model is sustainable. 

Various combinations of collector size and tank size would work for the worst case 

house. The graph below shows a 750 square meter collector and a 500 gallon tank. The expense 

of such equipment is discussed in Chapter 4. The model allows one to adjust the collector size 

Figure 26: Yearly Hot Water Tank Level for Ideal House 
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and tank size depending upon the cost of tanks and collectors. As the output of the Simulink 

model below shows, the combination is sustainable. 

 

 

 

Figure 27: Worst Case House Yearly Hot Water Levels 
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The Hydrogen Storage Model 
 

For the Hydrogen storage model, it is assumed that all of the electricity produced by the 

solar array and wind turbines is converted to hydrogen, then compressed and stored in the tank. 

In reality, the house would probably be connected to the electrical output of the solar 

photovoltaics and wind turbines. This requires some extra wiring, the expense of inverters, and a 

load sharing panel, but avoids conversion losses when enough power is available to run the load. 

The daily input/output to the hydrogen tanks is tracked by the model. The net hydrogen added or 

subtracted from the tank at the end of the day is the crucial factor to determine if the tank and 

electricity input is sized correctly. The same solar function to determine daily output throughout 

the year is used again. A sub-function is added to calculate the daily excess or shortage of 

hydrogen. By integrating, the graph represents the daily tank level throughout the year. 

Regardless of electricity excess, the tank level is capped at its given capacity. A 10 kW solar 

array will not supply enough electricity to make the quantity of hydrogen needed and power the 

house load: a 40 kW solar array is needed. Alternately, if a bigger hydrogen storage tank is used 

to take advantage of excess electricity during the summer months, then a smaller solar array can 

be used. The Simulink hydrogen storage model for the average house is shown below. 
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Figure 28: Hydrogen Storage Model for the Average House 

 

 
Figure 29: Hydrogen Storage Sub-system 
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Running the model with a 40 kW solar array, a single wind turbine and a 15 kg tank 

shows that for the hydrogen storage model the average house could be powered throughout the 

year even though the tank is depleted during the winter months. The output is shown below. 

 

 

 
 

 

Increasing the tank size to 70 kg allows the use of a 35 kW solar array as shown below. 

Figure 30: Average House Hydrogen model with 40 KW Solar Array 
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Running the hydrogen model simulation for the ideal house demonstrates how an energy 

efficient house could use this model and even produce and store enough hydrogen to operate a 

filling station for a hydrogen car. Someday, when hydrogen technology matures, there could be 

many houses like this. The simulation will work with a 5 kg tank, but if a 60 kg tank is used to 

take advantage of the summer excess, then the tank will hold much more than the house needs 

throughout most of the year. Unlike hot water, hydrogen can be stored for months without 

significant loss. The Simulink simulation output for the ideal house using two wind turbines and 

a 20 kW solar array and a 60 kg storage tank is shown in the figure below. 

Figure 31: Average House Hydrogen Model with 35 kW Solar Array 
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Figure 32: Ideal House Yearly Hydrogen Storage Tank Level 

 

Keep in mind that the tank starts the year empty at day 1, thus we could expect that the 

tank would have at least 45 kg continuously once it has been filled. 

For the worst case house, the huge electricity demand of the hydrogen model requires a 

75 kW solar array and at least a 100 kg hydrogen storage tank. Again, using a larger tank to take 

advantage of the excess electricity in the summer months could provide a hydrogen filling station 

for a vehicle. The figure below shows the yearly hydrogen tank level for the worst case house 

using two wind turbines, a 75 kW solar array and a 225 kg tank. 
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Figure 33: Worst Case House Yearly Hydrogen Storage Tank Level 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Cost Analysis 
 

The cost analysis uses estimates of costs for the various components needed to construct 

the systems described above. As much as possible, actual retail prices listed by wholesalers, 

retailers or manufacturers are used to calculate the upfront cost of a system. Since installation 

varies greatly depending upon local codes and homeowners ability to perform installation 

themselves, installation is excluded from the analysis. It is safe to assume that professional 

installation would almost double the upfront cost. 

The discounted payback period is used to calculate the length of time for the system to 

save enough energy for the homeowner to recoup their investment. For systems where heat is 

also produced, the cost of space heating and hot water is included. The discounted payback 

period formula takes into consideration the time value of money:
82

 

Equation 19: Discounted Payback Period 

𝐷𝑃𝑃 =
𝑙𝑛 (1 −

𝑈𝑐(𝑟)
𝑆 )

−1

𝑙𝑛 (1 + 𝑟)
 

Where DPP is the discounted payback period, Uc is the upfront cost, S is the savings from not 

purchasing electricity and/or heating fuel, and r is the discount rate. Discount rates have many 

interpretations; the model will use the current rate that money would earn if it was used to 
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 FinanceFormulas.net, Discounted Payback Period, 

http://www.financeformulas.net/Discounted-Payback-Period.html (Accessed, October 31, 2014). 
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purchase certificates of deposit. Currently, that rate is extremely low, about 1.1%.
83

 Included in 

the model is a flat fee of $100 per year for maintenance, although in reality the maintenance 

would probably be even greater. The service life of each system is assumed to be 20 years. The 

discounted payback period and the amount of carbon dioxide emissions (tons) that are avoided 

are calculated in an embedded MATLAB function shown in Appendix 3. It is assumed that the 

cost of electricity and the discount rate remain constant throughout the 20 year period. The 

financial models for battery storage, hot water storage and hydrogen storage for the average 

house are shown below. 

 

 
Figure 34: Cost Model for Battery Storage for Average House 
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 Bankrate.com, CD rates, http://www.bankrate.com/cd.aspx (Accessed, October 31, 2014). 
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Figure 35: Cost Model for Hot Water Storage for Average House 

 

 

 
Figure 36: Cost Model for Hydrogen Storage for Average House 

 

Using the cost models, the upfront cost and discounted payback period is calculated for each 

application and model. The results are shown in the table below. Only one application and model 

would pay for itself during the service lifetime of the system. The hot water storage model for 

the worst case house would pay for itself if the hot water could be used for space heating and 

domestic hot water. Although more costly than buying electricity from the grid, all of these 
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solutions save tons of carbon dioxide emissions every year. It is hard to put a price on this 

externality. 

 

Table 4: Upfront Cost and Discounted Payback Period for the Cost Models 

 Battery 

Model 

Upfront Cost 

Hot Water 

Model 

Upfront Cost 

Hydrogen 

Model 

Upfront Cost 

Battery 

Model DPP 

Hot Water 

Model DPP 

Hydrogen 

Model DPP 

Ideal  

House 

$16,700 $37,100 $92,800 39 137 Over 200 

Average 

House 

$40,250 $56,800 $107,700 57 31 73 

Worst Case 

House 

$92,500 $125,600 $225,300 38 18 34 

 

Conclusion 
 

In the table below the models are compared relative to each other. Each category is given 

a score on a 10 point scale. The model that has the best result in any category is given a 10 and 

the other models are scored relative to the best result. The lowest score is 1. The last column is 

an average of all of the scores. Efficiency is listed in the first column as the actual value, then 

scored in the second column. Energy collection is not considered in the efficiency rating, only 

the storage losses are considered. Footprint is the area that the equipment would occupy inside a 

house. For this category, battery banks, hydrogen storage tanks and hot water storage tanks are 

considered to be located inside the house, although it is possible to locate battery banks and 

storage tanks outside the house. The category, “Alternate Footprint,” considers battery banks and 
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storage tanks to be located outside the house. Although hot water plumbing, storage and 

collectors are technologically mature, the ORC engines to convert hot water to electricity on the 

micro-scale are not. Large scale ORC engines have been used for years, thus it should not be 

long before micro-scale ORC engines are commercially available. 

 

Table 5: Comparison of Models 

Storage 
Model 

Efficiency 
Efficiency 

Score 
Safety 

Up 
Front 
Cost 

Reliability 
Technological 

Maturity 
Footprint 

Alternate 
Footprint 

Provides 
Heat 

Average 

Battery 60% 10 8 10 10 10 8 10 1 8.375 

Hydrogen 28.5% 4 7 6 6 5 10 8 10 7.00 

Hot 
Water 

8.5% 2 10 8 9 7 4 8 9 7.125 

 

The only model that is technologically mature and feasible at this point in time is the 

battery storage model. However, hot water storage also could provide domestic hot water and 

space heating, which greatly reduces the payback period. If ORC engines become available at an 

affordable price, then hot water storage could be competitive with battery storage. It’s apparent 

from the systems engineering IDEF-0 models that, from a systems engineering point-of-view, the 

three energy storage systems all have similar functions. When executing the models, it becomes 

apparent that one particularly windy or sunny day makes little difference because the storage 

capacity in any model is limited. A steady source of energy input would be ideal. All of the 

models suffer from seasonal changes in solar irradiation necessitating the installation of larger 

solar arrays than would be necessary if solar irradiation were steady: this creates an excess of 

input during the summer months. Probably the best suited storage model to accept the excess and 
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store it for many months is the hydrogen storage model. Compressed hydrogen can be stored 

indefinitely with low loss. Hydrogen energy storage is also the most sustainable model 

environmentally; however, the losses incurred converting electricity to hydrogen and hydrogen 

to electricity amount to 71.5%. Automakers are rolling out hydrogen fuel cell cars and 

companies are manufacturing fuel cells for residential and commercial buildings, but it seems 

unlikely that there will ever be enough electricity to produce all of the hydrogen needed to power 

these fuel cells. Consider the situation if all gasoline powered equipment, including automobiles, 

in the USA were replaced with hydrogen fuel cell powered equipment. The USA consumes 1.35 

x 10
11

 gallons of gasoline in a year. The amount of energy in a kg of hydrogen is roughly 

equivalent to the amount of energy in a gallon of gas and a gasoline engine converts a gallon of 

gasoline to mechanical energy at roughly half the efficiency that a hydrogen fuel cell converts 

hydrogen to electricity. This means that 6.75 x 10
10

 kg of hydrogen would be needed to fuel all 

of the gasoline powered equipment in the USA each year. If electricity is converted to hydrogen 

using electrolyzers at 49.5 kWh per kg (73% efficiency), then 3.7 x 10
12

 kWh of electricity 

would be consumed making hydrogen for formerly gasoline powered equipment. The total 

generation of electricity in the USA is about 4.8 x 10
12

 kWh, thus 77% of the total electrical 

output from all sources in the USA would need to be used to produce hydrogen. Clearly, more 

efficient ways to produce hydrogen need to be developed before hydrogen could become a major 

source of fuel. 

For sustainable energy storage at a low electricity consumption home, such as the ideal 

house model, hydrogen would work, and, with a larger storage tank, could have the added 

benefit of a hydrogen filling station for a vehicle. Yet, the hydrogen model would have more 
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losses than the battery storage model, and, with a large enough battery bank, the battery model 

could be used to recharge an electric vehicle.  

The hot water storage model would work, but at 9% efficiency for converting hot water 

to electricity, it is the least efficient model for electricity production. However, both the 

hydrogen fuel cell and hot water mCHP units can provide heat for space heating and domestic 

hot water. 

The best solution is probably a hybrid model that is tailored to the application. For 

example, the worst case house in Essex, New York could use a natural gas powered mCHP unit 

that provides space heating and domestic hot water plus additional electricity to charge a battery 

bank. However, hybrid models were not considered in this analysis. 

It is apparent from the analyses performed in this thesis that the technologies needed to 

store renewable energy are still in their infancy. Although battery technology currently exists to 

effectively store energy, the bulk and expense of the battery installations are prohibitive. Very 

promising technologies are being developed in the areas of battery storage, micro combined heat 

and power, fuel cells, and hydrogen production and storage. Without doubt, as these technologies 

mature there will be a gradual shift from the centralized model of electricity production to 

distributed electricity production. 

Current distributed energy systems, including energy collection systems and energy 

storage systems cannot compete economically with the current prices of natural gas, gasoline and 

grid electricity. However, an across the board doubling in efficiency combined with economies 

of scale in production would make distributed energy competitive economically. It is not 

unforeseeable that one day a house could generate all of its electricity and hot water needs from 

solar energy while storing the excess as hydrogen to be used in home and vehicle based fuel 
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cells. The homeowner could top off their hydrogen powered vehicle before leaving for work and 

on the way they would drive past what used to be gasoline filling stations and fossil-fuel fed 

power plants.  

Future Work 
 

Any model can be improved, thus future work includes developing ways to make the 

models more accurate. Hybrid model development is needed as well. Realization of the hydrogen 

model could be done by constructing the ideal house in Kitty Hawk, North Carolina as a 

demonstration house. As technology develops, the models could be adapted to include newly 

available products. Running the models with the solar panels adjusted to maximize winter solar 

collection could lead to new insights and possibly determine that smaller solar arrays could be 

used.  
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APPENDICES 

Appendix 1 
 

MATLAB Program to find monthly hours of daylight and electrical energy output of a 

fixed solar installation. 

%This project is for Energy and Sustainability at GMU, by Tom Roltsch 

clc 

clear all 

%Sun position calculator and panel tracker 

%user enters UTC time 

utc='05:00:00'; 

utc=datestr(utc,'HH:MM:SS'); 

%user enters longitude and latitude 

long=-77.0472; 

lat=38.8047; 

disp('January'); 

uu=0; 

e=0; 

energy=0; 

for days=1:31 

for lh=1:24 

LSTM=-15*5; 

b=(360/365)*(days-81); 

EOT=(9.87*sind(2*b))-(7.53*cosd(b))-(1.5*sind(b)); 

TC=4*(long-LSTM)+EOT; 

LST=lh+TC/60; 

HRA=15*(LST-12); 

dec=asind(sind(23.45)*sind(b)); 

el=asind(sind(dec)*sind(lat)+cosd(dec)*cosd(lat)*cosd(HRA)); 

az=acosd(((sind(dec)*cosd(lat)-cosd(dec)*sind(lat)*cosd(HRA))/cosd(el))); 

if HRA>0 

    az=360-az; 

end 

if (el<0) 

    uu=uu+1; 

    energy=0; 

else 

    energy=0.2*52*0.6*abs(cosd(el)*sind(20)*cosd(180-az)+sind(el)*cosd(20)); 
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end 

    e=e+energy; 

    end 

end 

daylight=days*24-uu; 

ave=daylight/days; 

e=.9*e; 

disp('Average Hours of Daylight');disp(ave);disp('Energy in kWh');disp(e); 

disp('February'); 

uu=0; 

e=0; 

energy=0; 

for days=32:59 

for lh=1:24 

LSTM=-15*5; 

b=(360/365)*(days-81); 

EOT=(9.87*sind(2*b))-(7.53*cosd(b))-(1.5*sind(b)); 

TC=4*(long-LSTM)+EOT; 

LST=lh+TC/60; 

HRA=15*(LST-12); 

dec=asind(sind(23.45)*sind(b)); 

el=asind(sind(dec)*sind(lat)+cosd(dec)*cosd(lat)*cosd(HRA));   

az=acosd(((sind(dec)*cosd(lat)-cosd(dec)*sind(lat)*cosd(HRA))/cosd(el))); 

if HRA>0 

    az=360-az; 

end 

if (el<0) 

    uu=uu+1; 

    energy=0; 

else 

    energy=0.2*52*0.6*abs(cosd(el)*sind(20)*cosd(180-az)+sind(el)*cosd(20)); 

end 

    e=e+energy; 

    end 

end 

daylight=28*24-uu; 

ave=daylight/28; 

e=.9*e; 

disp('Average Hours of Daylight');disp(ave);disp('Energy in kWh');disp(e); 

disp('March'); 

uu=0; 

e=0; 

energy=0; 

for days=60:90 

for lh=1:24 

LSTM=-15*5; 
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b=(360/365)*(days-81); 

EOT=(9.87*sind(2*b))-(7.53*cosd(b))-(1.5*sind(b)); 

TC=4*(long-LSTM)+EOT; 

LST=lh+TC/60; 

HRA=15*(LST-12); 

dec=asind(sind(23.45)*sind(b)); 

el=asind(sind(dec)*sind(lat)+cosd(dec)*cosd(lat)*cosd(HRA));   

az=acosd(((sind(dec)*cosd(lat)-cosd(dec)*sind(lat)*cosd(HRA))/cosd(el))); 

if HRA>0 

    az=360-az; 

end 

if (el<0) 

    uu=uu+1; 

    energy=0; 

else 

    energy=0.2*52*0.6*abs(cosd(el)*sind(20)*cosd(180-az)+sind(el)*cosd(20)); 

end 

    e=e+energy; 

    end 

end 

daylight=31*24-uu; 

ave=daylight/31; 

e=.9*e; 

disp('Average Hours of Daylight');disp(ave);disp('Energy in kWh');disp(e); 

disp('April'); 

uu=0; 

e=0; 

energy=0; 

for days=91:120 

for lh=1:24 

LSTM=-15*5; 

b=(360/365)*(days-81); 

EOT=(9.87*sind(2*b))-(7.53*cosd(b))-(1.5*sind(b)); 

TC=4*(long-LSTM)+EOT; 

LST=lh+TC/60; 

HRA=15*(LST-12); 

dec=asind(sind(23.45)*sind(b)); 

el=asind(sind(dec)*sind(lat)+cosd(dec)*cosd(lat)*cosd(HRA));   

az=acosd(((sind(dec)*cosd(lat)-cosd(dec)*sind(lat)*cosd(HRA))/cosd(el))); 

if HRA>0 

    az=360-az; 

end 

if (el<0) 

    uu=uu+1; 

    energy=0; 

else 
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    energy=0.2*52*0.6*abs(cosd(el)*sind(20)*cosd(180-az)+sind(el)*cosd(20)); 

end 

    e=e+energy; 

    end 

end 

daylight=30*24-uu; 

ave=daylight/30; 

e=.9*e; 

disp('Average Hours of Daylight');disp(ave);disp('Energy in kWh');disp(e); 

disp('May'); 

uu=0; 

e=0; 

energy=0; 

for days=121:151 

for lh=1:24 

LSTM=-15*5; 

b=(360/365)*(days-81); 

EOT=(9.87*sind(2*b))-(7.53*cosd(b))-(1.5*sind(b)); 

TC=4*(long-LSTM)+EOT; 

LST=lh+TC/60; 

HRA=15*(LST-12); 

dec=asind(sind(23.45)*sind(b)); 

el=asind(sind(dec)*sind(lat)+cosd(dec)*cosd(lat)*cosd(HRA));  

az=acosd(((sind(dec)*cosd(lat)-cosd(dec)*sind(lat)*cosd(HRA))/cosd(el))); 

if HRA>0 

    az=360-az; 

end 

if (el<0) 

    uu=uu+1; 

    energy=0; 

else 

    energy=0.2*52*0.6*abs(cosd(el)*sind(20)*cosd(180-az)+sind(el)*cosd(20)); 

end 

    e=e+energy; 

    end 

end 

daylight=30*24-uu; 

ave=daylight/30; 

e=.9*e; 

disp('Average Hours of Daylight');disp(ave);disp('Energy in kWh');disp(e); 

disp('June'); 

uu=0; 

e=0; 

energy=0; 

for days=152:181 

for lh=1:24 
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LSTM=-15*5; 

b=(360/365)*(days-81); 

EOT=(9.87*sind(2*b))-(7.53*cosd(b))-(1.5*sind(b)); 

TC=4*(long-LSTM)+EOT; 

LST=lh+TC/60; 

HRA=15*(LST-12); 

dec=asind(sind(23.45)*sind(b)); 

el=asind(sind(dec)*sind(lat)+cosd(dec)*cosd(lat)*cosd(HRA));  

az=acosd(((sind(dec)*cosd(lat)-cosd(dec)*sind(lat)*cosd(HRA))/cosd(el))); 

if HRA>0 

    az=360-az; 

end 

if (el<0) 

    uu=uu+1; 

    energy=0; 

else 

    energy=0.2*52*0.6*abs(cosd(el)*sind(20)*cosd(180-az)+sind(el)*cosd(20)); 

end 

    e=e+energy; 

    end 

end 

daylight=30*24-uu; 

ave=daylight/30; 

e=.9*e; 

disp('Average Hours of Daylight');disp(ave);disp('Energy in kWh');disp(e); 

disp('July'); 

uu=0; 

e=0; 

energy=0; 

for days=182:212 

for lh=1:24 

LSTM=-15*5; 

b=(360/365)*(days-81); 

EOT=(9.87*sind(2*b))-(7.53*cosd(b))-(1.5*sind(b)); 

TC=4*(long-LSTM)+EOT; 

LST=lh+TC/60; 

HRA=15*(LST-12); 

dec=asind(sind(23.45)*sind(b)); 

el=asind(sind(dec)*sind(lat)+cosd(dec)*cosd(lat)*cosd(HRA));  

az=acosd(((sind(dec)*cosd(lat)-cosd(dec)*sind(lat)*cosd(HRA))/cosd(el))); 

if HRA>0 

    az=360-az; 

end 

if (el<0) 

    uu=uu+1; 

    energy=0; 
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else 

    energy=0.2*52*0.6*abs(cosd(el)*sind(20)*cosd(180-az)+sind(el)*cosd(20)); 

end 

    e=e+energy; 

    end 

end 

daylight=30*24-uu; 

ave=daylight/30; 

e=.9*e; 

disp('Average Hours of Daylight');disp(ave);disp('Energy in kWh');disp(e); 

disp('August'); 

uu=0; 

e=0; 

energy=0; 

for days=213:243 

for lh=1:24 

LSTM=-15*5; 

b=(360/365)*(days-81); 

EOT=(9.87*sind(2*b))-(7.53*cosd(b))-(1.5*sind(b)); 

TC=4*(long-LSTM)+EOT; 

LST=lh+TC/60; 

HRA=15*(LST-12); 

dec=asind(sind(23.45)*sind(b)); 

el=asind(sind(dec)*sind(lat)+cosd(dec)*cosd(lat)*cosd(HRA));  

az=acosd(((sind(dec)*cosd(lat)-cosd(dec)*sind(lat)*cosd(HRA))/cosd(el))); 

if HRA>0 

    az=360-az; 

end 

if (el<0) 

    uu=uu+1; 

    energy=0; 

else 

    energy=0.2*52*0.6*abs(cosd(el)*sind(20)*cosd(180-az)+sind(el)*cosd(20)); 

end 

    e=e+energy; 

    end 

end 

daylight=30*24-uu; 

ave=daylight/30; 

e=.9*e; 

disp('Average Hours of Daylight');disp(ave);disp('Energy in kWh');disp(e); 

disp('September'); 

uu=0; 

e=0; 

energy=0; 

for days=244:273 
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for lh=1:24 

LSTM=-15*5; 

b=(360/365)*(days-81); 

EOT=(9.87*sind(2*b))-(7.53*cosd(b))-(1.5*sind(b)); 

TC=4*(long-LSTM)+EOT; 

LST=lh+TC/60; 

HRA=15*(LST-12); 

dec=asind(sind(23.45)*sind(b)); 

el=asind(sind(dec)*sind(lat)+cosd(dec)*cosd(lat)*cosd(HRA));  

az=acosd(((sind(dec)*cosd(lat)-cosd(dec)*sind(lat)*cosd(HRA))/cosd(el))); 

if HRA>0 

    az=360-az; 

end 

if (el<0) 

    uu=uu+1; 

    energy=0; 

else 

    energy=0.2*52*0.6*abs(cosd(el)*sind(20)*cosd(180-az)+sind(el)*cosd(20)); 

end 

    e=e+energy; 

    end 

end 

daylight=30*24-uu; 

ave=daylight/30; 

e=.9*e; 

disp('Average Hours of Daylight');disp(ave);disp('Energy in kWh');disp(e); 

disp('October'); 

uu=0; 

e=0; 

energy=0; 

for days=274:304 

for lh=1:24 

LSTM=-15*5; 

b=(360/365)*(days-81); 

EOT=(9.87*sind(2*b))-(7.53*cosd(b))-(1.5*sind(b)); 

TC=4*(long-LSTM)+EOT; 

LST=lh+TC/60; 

HRA=15*(LST-12); 

dec=asind(sind(23.45)*sind(b)); 

el=asind(sind(dec)*sind(lat)+cosd(dec)*cosd(lat)*cosd(HRA));  

az=acosd(((sind(dec)*cosd(lat)-cosd(dec)*sind(lat)*cosd(HRA))/cosd(el))); 

if HRA>0 

    az=360-az; 

end 

if (el<0) 

    uu=uu+1; 
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    energy=0; 

else 

    energy=0.2*52*0.6*abs(cosd(el)*sind(20)*cosd(180-az)+sind(el)*cosd(20)); 

end 

    e=e+energy; 

    end 

end 

daylight=30*24-uu; 

ave=daylight/30; 

e=.9*e; 

disp('Average Hours of Daylight');disp(ave);disp('Energy in kWh');disp(e); 

disp('November'); 

uu=0; 

e=0; 

energy=0; 

for days=305:334 

for lh=1:24 

LSTM=-15*5; 

b=(360/365)*(days-81); 

EOT=(9.87*sind(2*b))-(7.53*cosd(b))-(1.5*sind(b)); 

TC=4*(long-LSTM)+EOT; 

LST=lh+TC/60; 

HRA=15*(LST-12); 

dec=asind(sind(23.45)*sind(b)); 

el=asind(sind(dec)*sind(lat)+cosd(dec)*cosd(lat)*cosd(HRA));  

az=acosd(((sind(dec)*cosd(lat)-cosd(dec)*sind(lat)*cosd(HRA))/cosd(el))); 

if HRA>0 

    az=360-az; 

end 

if (el<0) 

    uu=uu+1; 

    energy=0; 

else 

    energy=0.2*52*0.6*abs(cosd(el)*sind(20)*cosd(180-az)+sind(el)*cosd(20)); 

end 

    e=e+energy; 

    end 

end 

daylight=30*24-uu; 

ave=daylight/30; 

e=.9*e; 

disp('Average Hours of Daylight');disp(ave);disp('Energy in kWh');disp(e); 

disp('December'); 

uu=0; 

e=0; 

energy=0; 
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for days=335:365 

for lh=1:24 

LSTM=-15*5; 

b=(360/365)*(days-81); 

EOT=(9.87*sind(2*b))-(7.53*cosd(b))-(1.5*sind(b)); 

TC=4*(long-LSTM)+EOT; 

LST=lh+TC/60; 

HRA=15*(LST-12); 

dec=asind(sind(23.45)*sind(b)); 

el=asind(sind(dec)*sind(lat)+cosd(dec)*cosd(lat)*cosd(HRA));  

az=acosd(((sind(dec)*cosd(lat)-cosd(dec)*sind(lat)*cosd(HRA))/cosd(el))); 

if HRA>0 

    az=360-az; 

end 

if (el<0) 

    uu=uu+1; 

    energy=0; 

else 

    energy=0.2*52*0.6*abs(cosd(el)*sind(20)*cosd(180-az)+sind(el)*cosd(20)); 

end 

    e=e+energy; 

    end 

end 

daylight=30*24-uu; 

ave=daylight/30; 

e=.9*e; 

disp('Average Hours of Daylight');disp(ave);disp('Energy in kWh');disp(e); 
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Appendix 2 
 

MATLAB Program used in Simulink model to find daily electrical energy output of a 

fixed solar installation for a given Latitude, Longitude and UTC offset. 

 

function energy = solarenergy(days,lat,long,utc) 

%Function to calculate solar energy output in Wh every day of the year 

%for a given Latitude, Longitude and UTC offset 

energy=0; 

day=0; 

for lh=1:24 

LSTM=-15*utc; 

b=(360/365)*(days-81); 

EOT=(9.87*sind(2*b))-(7.53*cosd(b))-(1.5*sind(b)); 

TC=4*(long-LSTM)+EOT; 

LST=lh+TC/60; 

HRA=15*(LST-12); 

dec=asind(sind(23.45)*sind(b)); 

el=asind(sind(dec)*sind(lat)+cosd(dec)*cosd(lat)*cosd(HRA)); 

az=acosd(((sind(dec)*cosd(lat)-cosd(dec)*sind(lat)*cosd(HRA))/cosd(el))); 

if HRA>0 

    az=360-az; 

end 

if (el<10) 

        y=0; 

else 

    y=0.9*0.2*52*600*abs(cosd(el)*sind(20)*cosd(180-az)+sind(el)*cosd(20)); 

end 

energy=y+energy; 

end 
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Appendix 3 
 

MATLAB function to calculate discounted payback period and tons of carbon dioxide 

avoided. 

 

function [upfrontcost,payback,co2]= discount(usage,upcost,electricitycost,discount,maintenance, 

fuelcost) 

%#codegen 

%Energy storage comparison model 

savings=usage*365*electricitycost+fuelcost-maintenance; 

a=log(1+discount); 

b=(1-((upcost*discount)/savings))^-1; 

c=log(b); 

dpp=c/a; 

co2=(20*usage*365)/2000; 

payback=dpp; 

upfrontcost=upcost; 
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